
NetWorth
Social Media and Web Analytics System



JumpData have produced a tool called NetWorth, which extracts
user interaction data from three popular web platforms

NetWorth

The data is then cleaned and displayed in dashboard
format…with zero client interaction necessary



The Existing Landscape

Facebook, Google and YouTube Analytics all provide user interaction data. However, assimilating

it, reporting on it and ultimately using it to support your digital marketing strategy, rapidly

becomes time consuming…time you could better spend generating your campaigns and content

Each platform presents analytics data in a different 
way, making a unified view difficult to obtain



How Do We Extract the Data

NetWorth interacts with the client’s Facebook, Google and YouTube Analytics, via their

APIs (Application Programming Interfaces)

Log Into 
Analytics 

via API

Download 
Data

(JSON file)

Clean The 
Data

(csv file)

Populate
Dashboard

Client
Metrics

Once the client has defined what user interaction they want to measure, the whole process is 
completely automated and can run every day, week, month or quarter

The process collects data across all three platforms, before presenting it in a unified way



User Metrics and Dimensions

NetWorth extracts data according to the client’s requirements. Using a list of what to measure

(known as Dimensions), the quantity (the Metric) is extracted for each Dimension

Example: New_Users (of your website) = a Dimension, How_Many (new users) = the Metric

Reach, total, paid, organic, viral
Likes, New Likes, Unlikes
Post shares, post comments
Video views, total, unique
Engaged users, Page shares etc.

Views, Watch Time
Likes, Comments, 
Subscribers gained/lost

Page Views, Bounce 
Rate, Goal Achievement, 
Paid search, Click 
through from which 
channel



Cleaning the Data

Each platform’s API can be used to extract considerable amounts of user interaction data (likes,

shares, searches etc.). NetWorth automatically cleans this data dump and sorts in to meaningful

information, which can then be used to populate a dashboard

Raw data dump in .JSON format Cleaned data in .CSV format



Visualising the Data

Here is a example 

dashboard showing user 

interaction with the 

client’s Facebook page, 

over a selected month

The “rev counters” 

show the % increase or 

decrease compared 

with the previous time 

period



Visualising the Data

YouTube data is visualised in a similar way to Facebook but with its own metrics 

for measuring user interactions with video posts on the client’s YouTube channels



Visualising the Data

Google Analytics measures 

the user interaction with a 

client’s website such as

Sessions: how many times 

the site is accessed

Channels: where did the 

user arrive at the site from

Goals: user stays on site for 

longer than 5 mins, 

downloads some content, 

makes a purchase, views 

new product pages etc.



Why use NetWorth

The current ways of extracting social media and web analytics data are either 

expensive, time-consuming or often both

NetWorth is fast, affordable and runs without any interaction from the client

Measure your brand’s web presence and effectiveness of your digital marketing 

strategy, via daily, weekly or monthly dashboard reports

Get in touch if you want to know more about how NetWorth can help elevate 

your business

www.jumpdata.co.uk webanalytics@jumpdata.co.uk

http://www.jumpdata.co.uk/
mailto:webanalytics@jumpdata.co.uk

